Purpose To examine the across-species scalability of monoclonal antibody (mAb) pharmacokinetics (PK) and assess similarities in tissue distribution across species using a recently developed minimal PBPK (mPBPK) model. Methods Twelve sets of antibody PK data from various species were obtained from the literature, which were jointly and individually analyzed. In joint analysis, vascular reflection coefficients for tissues with either tight (σ 1 ) or leaky endothelium (σ 2 ) were assumed consistent across species with systemic clearance allometrically scaled (CL=a•BW b ). Four parameters (σ 1 , σ 2 , a, and b) were estimated in the joint analysis. In addition, the PK from each species was individually analyzed to assess species similarities in tissue distribution. Results Twelve mAb PK profiles were well-captured by the mPBPK model in the joint analysis. The estimated σ 1 ranged 0.690 to 0.999 with an average of 0.908; and σ 2 ranged 0.258 to 0.841 with an average of 0.579. Clearance was reasonably scaled and b ranged 0.695 to 1.27 averaging 0.91. Predictions of plasma concentrations for erlizumab and canakinumab in humans using parameters obtained from fitting animal data were consistent with actual measurements. Conclusions Therapeutic mAbs given IV usually exhibit biexponential kinetics with their distribution properties best captured using physiological concepts. The mPBPK modeling approach may facilitate efforts in translating antibody distribution and overall PK across species.
INTRODUCTION
Pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic (PK/PD) assessments play a critical role in the monoclonal antibody (mAb) discovery and development process (1) . The PK/PD properties of antibody drugs are unique and largely different from small molecule drugs. Antibody drugs show several special properties, including limited vascular permeability, neonatal Fc receptor recycling, and more common receptor-mediated nonlinearity (2) . Despite the complexity of mAb PK properties, a number of well-established methodologies are available for interspecies scaling of PK of mAb either from animals to humans or from one species to another (3, 4) .
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There are three widely utilized approaches for anticipating mAb PK. Allometric scaling is the fundamental and most widely used approach, which is based on the assumption that different species have similarities in anatomy, physiology, and biochemistry (3) . In many cases, mAb PK parameters, such as systemic clearance and volume of distribution at steady-state, have been scaled across species as a function of body weight with the relationship Y=a•BW b , where Y is the parameter of interest, BW is body weight, a is the allometric coefficient, and b is the allometric exponent (4, 5) . Allometric scaling usually can provide good predictions of mAb PK in man if the assumption is valid that body weight alone determines all differences. This may not always be true (6) . Some corrective factors have been applied accounting for additional differences in PK among species, such as brain weight, maximum life span potential, protein binding, or in vitro hepatocyte intrinsic CL (7) (8) (9) . This approach often requires linear PK across species and sometimes is not applicable for mAbs that exhibit targetmediated nonlinear drug disposition.
Another approach for predicting mAbs PK in man based on animal data is the Dedrick approach (10) , which applies physiological time to superimpose the concentration-time profiles of several species. This has been applied in projecting concentration-time profiles of mAbs in man reasonably well (1) . An advantage of the Dedrick approach is that data from only one species is needed. Additionally, this approach could apply in a nonlinear system assuming that the MichaelisMenten variables (K m and V max ) are scalable or similar across species and differences of target expression among species are not taken into consideration (1) .
Integrating fundamental allometric scaling principles into physiologically-based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) modeling provides an alternative and most advanced approach for PK interspecies scaling. Species-specific parameters [i.e., tissue volumes and blood flow rates] and drug specific information [i.e., tissue to plasma partition coefficients (K p ), protein binding parameters] are specified in the model building process (11) . Once the model predicts PK behavior well in one species, it can be extended to other species by utilizing species-specific physiological information. A PBPK model was first applied to scale-up distribution of mAb from mice to man by Baxter et al. (11, 12) . The PBPK model produced good predictions of mAb disposition in man as well as tumor uptake by scaling murine parameters using known empirical relationships (13) . Full PBPK models best integrate drug-and species-specific information providing prediction of PK parameters, tissue concentration versus time profiles, and providing more mechanistic insights into the properties of mAbs. However, full PBPK models for mAbs have limitations in regard to availability of tissue concentrations and the mathematical complexity of the model (14) .
The targets of many therapeutic mAbs often exist in extravascular space, mostly in interstitial fluid (ISF). Antibody concentrations in ISF are directly associated with target engagement and efficacy. However, measuring mAb concentrations in ISF is technically challenging because of difficulties in sampling ISF. In such situations, PBPK models are believed to be useful alternatives. Minimal PBPK models were recently developed to allow analysis of only plasma time-course data to reasonably predict antibody concentrations in ISF (15) (16) (17) . Such models bridge compartmental and full PBPK models. They provide greater insight into mAb disposition and elimination with less complexity than a full PBPK model. More importantly, these models provide meaningful predictions of antibody distribution in two groups of lumped tissues.
This study evaluates the feasibility of integrating allometric principles into the basic minimal PBPK model to scale antibody PK across species and compare tissue bio-distribution. This model was used to jointly and individually analyze the PK of 12 antibodies across species, mainly to: 1) evaluate scalability using this model for mAb PK analysis, 2) demonstrate the feasibility of this model for predicting human PK as a general approach in species translation, and 3) compare antibody PK and tissue bio-distribution across species.
THEORETICAL Second-Generation mPBPK Model Integrated with Allometric Scaling
Allometric principles were incorporated into the basic secondgeneration mPBPK model (Fig. 1) . The model structure was described in our previous publications (15, 16) . Tissues are divided into two compartments V tight and V leaky according to their tissue vascular endothelial structure. Muscle, skin, adipose, and brain are assigned as V tight , whereas, liver, kidney, heart, and all other tissues are denoted as V leaky . We assumed clearance from plasma. In joint analysis, vascular reflection coefficients for tissues with either tight (σ 1 ) or leaky endothelium (σ 2 ) were assumed consistent across species. The differential equations for the model are: , where a and b are allometric coefficients. In this model, we used typical species-specific physiological values for body weight, plasma and tissue sizes, and lymph flows (L) and volumes (V lymph ). We assumed V tight = 0.65· ISF•K p and V leaky =0.35·ISF•K p , where ISF is total interstitial fluid. The K p is available fraction of interstitial fluid for mAb distribution, which was assigned as 0.8 for native IgG 1 and 0.4 for native IgG 4 according to previous studies. The K p was fixed 0.8 given the fact that most developed antibodies show similar isoelectric points with native IgG 1 (18) . The relative fractions of V tight and V leaky to total ISF were calculated based upon the values used in full PBPK models (19) . The relative fractions of ISF in V tight and V leaky were assumed to be constant across species. For joint analysis, we assumed that each mAb had the same vascular reflection coefficients for both tight tissues (σ 1 ) and leaky tissues (σ 2 ) among species. For individual fitting, we calculated each species' distribution rate, which also known as the transcapillary escape rate (TER) (20) . TER is an essential factor to evaluate mAb distribution in extravascular spaces. TER is the sum of two routes,
The concentration ratio at equilibrium between ISF and plasma was calculated as (1−σ 1 
For lymph flow, since no monkey value was available from the literature, we applied allometric scaling between lymph flow and body weights for the values from available species.
The physiological parameters used for lymph flow scaling (21) (22) (23) (24) and model fitting are listed in Table I .
Data Analysis
The PK profiles of 12 mAbs in different species were analyzed using the mPBPK model (Table II) . The rituximab PK in mice were in-house data. Data for other biologics in animals and man were digitized using Digitizer software (25) : rituximab (S1,S2), dacetuzumab (S3), RSHZ19 (S4-6), bevacizumab (S7,S8), trebananib (S9,S10), belimumab (S11, S12), AB-01(S13,S14), erlizumab (S15,S16), canakinumab (S17), SB249417 (S18,S19), rilotumumab (S20,S21), and AB-02 (S14,S22). The mAbs selected were those with linear PK in the tested dose range and study conditions.
The PK data from different species were analyzed either jointly or individually. In joint analysis, all species were assumed to have common vascular reflection coefficients for both types of tissues (σ 1 , σ 2 ) with CL allometrically scaled. This analysis was designed to assess the across-species scalabilities of the mPBPK parameters. With this approach, the plasma profiles of erlizumab and canakimumab in man were predicted and compared with experimental observations to evaluate model performance. The model-predicted CL for all these antibodies was further compared with that derived from non-compartmental analysis (NCA). The NCA was performed using Phoenix TM WinNonlin® 6.3 (Pharsight, Mountain View, CA). The concentration at time zero (C 0 ) was estimated via linear back extrapolation to time zero using the first two time points. Area under the concentration time curve from time zero to infinity (AUC) was calculated by the linear trapezoidal interpolation method. The slope of the apparent terminal phase was estimated by log-linear regression using weighting with power -2. In individual analyses, the PK profiles for each species were separately analyzed with the mPBPK model to estimate species-specific vascular reflection coefficients by fixing allometric factors a and b that were obtained from jointly fitting data from all of the species for each antibody. This analysis evaluates the species differences of each mAb for tissue distribution and explores which species reveals the most similar distribution behaviors comparing values from man.
Model fitting was evaluated in terms of parameter estimates and several model performance criteria. Computer simulations were performed using ADAPT 5 and fittings utilized the maximum likelihood method in ADAPT 5 with naïve pooling data analysis (26) . The variance model was defined as:
where V i is the variance of the response at the i th time point, t i is the actual time at the i th time point, and Y(t i ) is the predicted value at time t i from the model. The variance parameter intercept and slope were estimated to together with system parameters. Model performance was evaluated by goodness of fitting with visual checks, sum-of-squared residuals, Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), Schwarz Criterion (SC), and Coefficient of Variation (CV %) of the estimated parameters.
RESULTS
The mAbs analyzed in this study are summarized in Table II . Data for 12 mAb and mAb derivatives include ten full antibodies, one mAb fragment, and one peptibody. One mAb is chimeric IgG, two mAb are human IgG, and eight mAb are humanized IgG. Allometric scaling was applied with four species for 2 mAb, three species for 5 mAbs, and two species for 5 mAbs. All mAb selected in this analysis showed linear PK that is usually analyzed with a two-compartment (2CM) mammillary model. The human data in this study, except for RSHZ19, canakinumab, and SB249147, were from healthy volunteers with the others from patients. We included all the species data available in the literature for rodent (eg, mouse, rat) and non-rodent species (eg, monkey, rabbit). Some studies showed that monkey is the most common species for PK analysis due to similar affinity of target binding for most mAbs in monkeys and man (27) . Non-cross-reactive species, such as mouse and rat, have also been used for CL determination, particularly for nonspecific clearance (usually linear and not related to the binding with target antigen), which might be suitable for characterizing CL for mAbs showing linear kinetics (28) . The mAbs selected in this analysis include nine antibodies targeting soluble antigens and three for membranebound antigens. Physiological parameters are important components for physiologically-based PK models. The physiological parameters used in lymph flow scaling and model fitting are shown in Table I . The lymph flow and volume of interstitial fluid are two critical physiological components in mAb PK analysis. However, directly measured lymph flow for each organ was not available, which necessitates two major assumptions: a) Lymph flow for each tissue is proportional to tissue blood flow (an assumption commonly used in full PBPK models) (29) . This gives the fraction of lymph flow for V tight as 0.33 (L 1 = 0.33•L) and for V tight as 0.67 (L 2 =0.33•L). b) Lymph flow through the thoracic duct measured by cannulation accounts for 80% of total lymph flow (23) , and the percentage is conserved across species. Then, using the literature reported thoracic lymph flow, the total lymph flow was calculated (Table I) . These values conform to an allometric relationship ( . The total lymph flow for monkey was not available and thus predicted with this equation, and the lymph flow for other species in our model utilized the calculated total lymph flow (Table I) .
For joint fitting, the PK profiles of 12 mAbs were wellcaptured by the mAb mPBPK model for various species resulting in estimates of parameters with high precision (CV%<50%). The fitted profiles are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 and the parameters are listed in Table III . In this analysis, we assumed that the parameters derived from the minimal PBPK model are either conserved (σ 1 and σ 2 ) or scalable across species (CL p ). These physiological components help to reveal the intrinsic factors that are closely related to drug properties and leave the species differences accounted for by physiological parameters. The low CV% values for the parameter estimates indicate good model performance, although fittings for some of the digitized data are only approximate.
The vascular reflection coefficients were quite consistent across species, but differed among the antibodies: σ 1 ranged 0.690 to 0.999 with an average of 0.908, σ 2 ranged 0.258 to 0.841 with an average of 0.579 (Fig. 5) . The estimated ranges of σ are consistent with our survey results of the PK of over 72 antibodies in man (16) . In this model, the higher σ indicates greater vascular reflection and lower extravasation rate and extent. Thus, tissues with continuous endothelial vasculature exhibit lesser antibody distribution than tissues with fenestrated or discontinuous vasculature. This distributional feature of antibodies is consistent across species. The CL was reasonably scaled based on body weight. The range for b was 0.695 to 1.27 averaging 0.91 (Fig. 5) . This differs from the typical value of 0.75 that is commonly found for small molecules (30) . Interestingly, this value is slightly greater than the commonly found value of 0.85 (31) based on scaling NCA-derived clearance (CL=Dose/AUC).
Comparisons of CL between NCA and mPBPK model fitting are listed in Table IV . The allometric coefficients for clearance (a and b) are generally consistent between these two methods. Compared to NCA, the mPBPK model fitting not only provides clearance values, but also provides a physiologically meaningful use of plasma volume and prediction of antibody distribution in two groups of lumped tissues (asbased on estimated σ 1 and σ 2 ). The σ 1 and σ 2 values shown in Fig. 5 and listed in Table III demonstrate the differences in tissue distribution parameters among antibodies.
Based on the physiological and PK parameters estimated across animal species for erlizumab and canakinumab, simulations were conducted to predict the PK profiles in man mPBPK Model in mAb Across-Species Scaling (Fig. 6 ). These case studies indicating how human profiles can be predicted by allometric scaling of preclinical data across species is provided as an example of utilizing the mAb mPBPK model to scale from preclinical animal experiments to man. To further explore species differences in tissue distribution, the PK profiles were individually fitted for each species and the species-specific σ 1 and σ 2 values were estimated. Figures 7  and 8 summarize the predictions of TER, the equilibrium concentration ratios for tissues with tight endothelial junction (C tight /C plasma ), and for tissues with leaky endothelium(C leaky /C plasma ). Some antibodies exhibit similar extravasation rate (TER) and bio-distribution among species, such as trebananib and belimumab, while some show considerable species differences. Two-way ANOVA revealed that inter-species varability (F=1.58, p=0.204) for C tight /C plasma ratios is much smaller than inter-antibody variability (F=3.35, p=0.004), indicating higher predictabilities of bio-distribution into tight tissues are expected using species information than using antibody-averaged values. However, despite certain antibodies showing similar bio-distribution into tissues that have leaky endothelium (C leaky /C plasma ), significant species differences of C leaky /C plasma ratios (F=1.39, p=0.227) were detected. Although monkey is normally thought to be the most suitable preclinical species, our analysis did not find greater similarity of monkey than other species for presumed bio-distribution.
DISCUSSION
Allometric scaling has been applied for large molecule drugs in some studies using NCA and compartmental model approaches. Mordenti (32) first applied allometric scaling for five therapeutic proteins showing that clearance could be well described using an allometric equation with the clearance exponent close to 0.75. Ling (31) found that simple allometric scaling using three species is useful for mAbs showing either linear kinetics over the tested dose range or receptor-mediated disposition only accounting for a small part of mAb disposition. Wang (4) confirmed that human CL can generally be predicted reasonably well with a fixed exponent of 0.8 in simple allometric scaling. Deng (1) demonstrated that using NA not applicable mPBPK Model in mAb Across-Species Scalingcynomolgus monkey PK data alone with a fixed scaling exponent of 0.85 could accurately predict mAb clearance in man.
Our analysis indicated that the average scaling exponent for CL is around 0.90, but differs across antibodies. The allometric exponent for CL varied with the modeling approach. This difference may be rooted theoretically. In an ideal situation with highly intensive sampling density, the minimal PBPK model-predicted CL, NCA-inferred CL, and compartmental model-predicted CL all should equal Dose/AUC. However, in practice, the physiological features of the minimal model such as initial dilution space (plasma volume) and tissue distribution mechanism (convection dominated), may make the model-predicted AUC slightly different than NCA-derived AUC, resulting a different estimation of CL. The NCA and compartment models both employ extrapolation for fitting of zero-time (C p (0)) values, which may result in a biased AUC, particularly when initial sampling is scarce. The biased AUC may further give different predictions of clearance that would partly explain the different estimates of allometric exponents for CL (Table IV) . The minimal PBPK model considers that antibodies poorly distribute into blood cells and assumes plasma volume as the initial dilution space. This assumption, also made in full PBPK models, adds greater certainty and stability in fittings of the initial PK decline phases.
One advantage of the mPBPK model is to provide physiologically relevant predictions of antibody distribution in two groups of lumped tissues. This was affirmed by comparisons with actual tissue concentrations from animal studies (15) . The NCA and compartmental model approaches fit plasma profiles but reveal little about true tissue distribution for either small or large molecules.
In this model, only four parameters need to be estimated: vascular reflection coefficients σ 1 and σ 2 , and the allometric slope (a) and exponent (b). For joint fittings, assuming all species share the same σ 1 and σ 2 , we applied allometric scaling for 12 antibodies using the mPBPK modeling approach and Fig. 6 Predictions of human PK profiles of erlizumab and canakinumab from animal data, where erlizumab used mouse, rat and monkey data and canakinumab used mouse and monkey data. Symbols are observations and curves are model simulations. (30) . Using this mean exponent could be helpful for the prediction of clearance using the mAb mPBPK model when PK data from only one species are available.
The vascular reflection coefficients (σ 1 and σ 2 ) are specific distribution parameters for the mAb mPBPK model. They are not only associated with vascular permeability rates but also reflect the extent of distribution of mAb in tissues (16, 17) . For joint fitting, the vascular reflection coefficients were assumed consistent across antibodies: σ 1 ranged 0.690 to 0.999 with an average of 0.908; σ 2 ranged 0.258-0.841 with an average of 0.579. Assuming the mean values simplifies this scaling approach leaving only clearance to be scaled across species. With this assumption, the model had a good performance for both joint fittings (Figs. 3 and 4) and predictions from animals to man (Fig. 6) . In contrast, in our individual analysis, the vascular reflection coefficient σ 2 showed moderate inter-species variability (Fig. 8) .
The inconsistency between the joint and individual analysis may be related to computational issues. Firstly, joint fitting is more robust than fitting each species separately as more data produces greater certainty in the fitted parameters. Secondly, antibodies are known to have restricted tissue distribution and long blood persistence. These properties usually produce biexponential plasma profiles (Figs. 3 and 4) with a short distribution phase (1-2 days) but a long terminal phase (often >3 weeks). The overall AUC is primarily determined by the latter, while the initial phase is mainly associated with distribution properties. Thus, as long as plasma volume determines C p (0) and the clearance is well predicted, the model would reasonably characterize the overall profiles. Any bias in σ 1 and σ 2 values causes deviations in initial phase predictions. This is particularly true when there are limited early data. The insensitivity of the overall PK profiles for σ 1 and σ 2 may explain the discrepancy in our two stages of analysis. When assuming common σ 1 and σ 2 values across species in joint fittings, the PK profiles were reasonably captured by the mPBPK model. With the limited available data, this study showed that most antibodies could be handled with common σ 1 and σ 2 values. For greater clarity on antibody distribution, population-type data from many animals and more intensive early samplings are needed. Fig. 8 C tight /C plasma and C leaky /C plasma ratios at equilibrium for each antibody obtained by joint and individual fitting each species. Two-way ANOVA revealed a significant effect of the antibody on C tight /C plasma (F=3.35, p=0.004), but no significant effect of the species on C tight /C plasma (F=1.58, p=0.204). For C leaky /C plasma at equilibrium, no significant effect of antibody on the C leaky /C plasma (F=1.39, p=0.227) but a significant effect of species on C leaky /C plasma (F=3.03, p=0.0331).
Multiple factors can influence mAb distribution and clearance including size, shape, charge, and hydrophobicity (33) . An increase of net positive charge is associated with increased tissue retention and systemic clearance (34) . A larger molecule generally exhibits less tissue penetration (35) . These factors might account for different values of vascular reflection coefficients among the mAbs. Data quality also reflects σ 1 and σ 2 as sparse data results in problems for their estimation. This model predicts antibody ISF concentrations based on analyzing plasma profiles only and direct measurements of ISF concentrations are needed for confirmation.
There are some limitations in this study due to the assumptions and data sources. Allometric scaling is based on the anatomical power relationship among species. However, species differences in the PK properties of mAbs could include FcRnbinding affinity, target density, as well as the local physiology of target-expressing tissues. Relevant data and evidence is lacking to address these potential limitations in the scaling of PK parameters. Besides insufficient data, factors that might also affect the allometric extrapolation include low numbers of animals and varying bio-analytical methods among different studies. Having specific lymph volumes and flows, ISF volumes, body weights, and other information for each species and study will also improve fittings and predictions.
In conclusion, this study integrated allometric scaling within a basic mPBPK model to successfully analyze the PK of 12 mAbs in several species. In joint analysis, with an assumption of conserved σ 1 and σ 2 across species, CL p was scalable across species based on body weights. The biexponential plasma profiles were well predicted with this approach. Individual analysis for each species indicated possible inter-species variability of antibody distribution. Reasons for this discrepancy were assessed. This modeling approach, particularly with more extensive and specific data from animal studies, may be useful in species translation of PK and estimation of firstin human (FIH) doses.
